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Various refrigerant, cycle and cabinet design changes have been proposed which could significantly
reduce refrigerator/freezer (RIP) energy consumption. Two technologies, advanced vacuum panel
insulation and thick foam insulation, can reduce heat leakage into the RlF cabinet, and the resulting
power requirements.

The results of energy consumption calculations performed with the Refrigerator Analysis (ERA)
program, market studies and manufacturing cost impact analyses are presented for RlFs which contained
either added foam or vacuum panel insulation. Results show avoided. costs as low and the
tradeoffs associated with the addition of foam or vacuum panel insulations.

Introduction

Consumption

consumption of a RIP is dependent on the thermal
load entering the refrigerated volume and the efficiency of
the hermetic system.. The ,Refrigerator

program3 was employed to perform the energy
COJlsu.mt)tloln calculations described below.. A typical 1993

automatic-defrost non-CFC refrigerator/freezer
was selected as the baseline modeL The characteristics of
this unit are given in Table 1. Additional information on
this unit can be found in Reference 1.

Many technologies can be employed to reduce the energy
consumption of residential refrigerator/freezers (RIPs).!
Imt'lro'ved cycle performance can be achieved with higher
efficiency compressors and fans, larger evaporators and

and better to the
cabinet are limited to increases in the thermal resistance of
the enclosure from better gaskets and/or insula
tion. Insulation can be enhanced through the de,re14C>PInel1t
of higher thermal resistance foam insulation, the addition
of insulation to the cabinet and/or the of
advanced vacuum panel insulation into the cabinet.

The addition of insulation has been resisted RlF
because thicker walls reduce the

ma.fKc:,tat)11rtv of their varieties of vacuum
insulations have been studied" There

been very limited use of these technologies in
because cost and life issues remain and
because commercial has been very limited.
The benefits of these two are compared and
contrasted in the paper, and the conditions
where each should be to conserve energy are
demonstrated"

ethodology

Finite element of cabinets have also been
to show that ERA accurately calculates the

thermal load for RIPs baving added foam or vacuum panel
insulations.. 1,4,5 Comparisons to the energy performance
of 1991 model RIPs have also shown that ERA can
acc~urcitejlv model the 1

nalysis

Incremental cost analyses have been performed for the
addition of foam and the manufacture and
installation of powder-filled vacuum panel insulation to
RlFs.. 6 Variable and fixed cost estimates were made for
both technologies.

Addition of insulation to a R/P will have a direct
on the energy cost and marketability of the
RIP. of these issues are considered in this article
and are described below.

Equipment, retooling, startup and design
costs were determined for the addition of or
2.0 inches of foam insulation to the outside of an 18 cubic
feet RIP.. Fixed costs were established for a "typical"
Df()CU..lctllon facility one million top-mount,
automatic-defrost RIPs !U"1!1'1l1H31Ihl
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Production and installation cost estimates for powder-filled
vacuum panel insulation were established for a facility that
would serve a RlF plant making 300,000 vacuum insulated
units per yeara Each RIP was assumed to contain
30 square feet of one inch thick vacuum panel insulation,
Le., 30 board feet a the annual production capacity
for the vacuum insulation was nine million board
feeL

Fixed costs are amortized in this article over the total
number of units produced in a five year period, Leo, five
million RlFs with added foam insulation or 45 minion
board feet of vacuum insulation.. Interest on the

investment was assumed to be zero, as to
assuming an interest rate but a of

Variable costs included materials and
labor for both the added foam and vacuum panel insulation
cases. A cost increment was also required
for the added foam insulation scenario. Cost increments
were calculated careful analysis of existing production

costso Cost were also obtained from
when existing data were not available, e.g.,

material costs for vacuum panel insulation..

... Fine et all>

Market Analysis

The marketability of R1Fs which had added foam insula
tion was studied on three separate occasions during 1991.
Each session employed one hundred female head of
household focus groups to assess market acceptance of
thicker walled RIPs.. Each panel was selected to obtain a
socioeconomic distribution similar to that of the USA. An
eleven point scale was used for all questions.

Results

Energy Analysis

Poam insulation was added in half inch increments to the
inside or outside of a series of RlFs having initial total
interior volume between 16.2 and 26.5 cubic feet. Simula
tions were performed in sets with either the external
dimensions held constant or the internal volume held
constant. The results of several of these simulations are
shown in Figure lA. Solid lines connect results for adding
foam to the interior of the cabinet, Le., constant external
dimensions but decreasing internal volume. Dashed lines
connect results for adding foam to the exterior of the
cabinet, Le.. , constant internal volume but increasing
external dimensions. For example, it is possible to add
Oe5 inches of foam to the interior surfaces of a 24.2 cubic
foot RlF and reduce its energy consumption from 763 to
657 kWh per year (13.9%) .. Its volume will, however
decrease to 22.0 cubic feet. It is also possible to add 0.5
inches of foam to the exterior of a 22..0 cubic feet R/F
and reduce its energy usage from 730 to 657 kWh per
year (10.0%)~ In this case, however, the unit will become
one inch higher, wider and deeper, as all dimensions are
increased by an equal amount. The results of all of the
simulations are shown in Figure lB.

adding insulation to the interior of the cabinet has
a very significant effect on the energy consumption of the
unit. This is achieved, however, at the expense of internal
volumee Adding insulation to the exterior of the envelope
also has a significant impact on the consumption of energy
by the unit, without decreasing its usable volumeo There is
however a decrease in the market served as the dimen
sions of the RIP increase, i.e., the percentage of kitchen
voids which will accommodate the unit decreases as
dimensions increase due to added insulation or volume.7

Results for the addition of foam insulation to the outer
surfaces of the 18 cubic feet unit are also presented in
Table 20
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lAf9 Annotated Description of the Dependence ofEnergy Consumption on Thickness ofAdded Foam Insulationoo
----...........- corresponds to constant external dimensions, - - - - - corresponds to constant internal volume.

IB0 Relationship Between Energy Consumption and Added Foam lnsulation.o corresponds to constant
external dimensions, - - - - - - corresponds to constant internal volumeo Numbers along the bottom of the drawing show the
market served..
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One inch thick vacuum insulation having a thermal
resistance of 20:ff was also used to replace
one inch of foam insulation on aU five surfaces of the RlF
cabinet and in both doorse In these cases, the vacuum

insulation was on the inner surface of the
steel linere were assumed to cover the
freezer section and fresh food section. A two inch gap was
left between the and and on
both sides of the mullion.

The covered about 70 of the outer surfaces
of aU of the RIPs simulated. In(~OrDO]rat]lOn of the vacuum

insulation resulted in an average 20
reduction in energy see Table 3.

The total variable costs, i.e. , labor and
traJnSt~Ori:atl'on') for foam insulation to the exterior
of an 18 cubic feet automatic-defrost R/F
ranges from for 0.5 inches of insulation to
for two see Table 2. Total fixed cost varies from

million to 2.5 million. the fixed costs
over five million units a total manufacturer's cost of

for 0.5 inches to for two inches of added
foam insulation per RiF.

for 0.5 inches of foam insulation
was 70 and increased to 170 for the
addition of two inches of foam insulation. a

year life for the RIP an average avoided cost
p,l~f">t~a~'8t"\T of per kWh for the four cases shown

l\S~SUIJnH]lf2 an average cost of of
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$0.08 per the payback for adding foam insulation
win be 2$6 years for one inch to 3.1 years for two mchese
The rate of return will range from 38 to 32 percent.

Total variable costs, Le., materials
insulation are estimated to per square

foot for one inch thick silica-filled evacuated
contained in a bamer/containere Total fixed cost
for and installation of the vacuum panel insula
tion is estimated to equal $23e5 millione the
cost over 45 minion board feet of insulation that could be
nr('jIClnc~en and installed in five years a total cost of

per board fooL

The areas covered in a series of RIPs are shown in
Table 3. Based on the above cost incremental
manufacturer's cost from $90 per unit
result. The of vacuum insulation into
the RIPs energy reductions of 125 to 160 kWh
per year. Again assuming a life of years yields
avoided costs of $0.03 per kWh.

Based upon $0.08 per the payback for
vacuum insulation will be seven years and the return
on investment will be about 14 percent. Polymer
contained vacuum panel insulations wiU deteriorate with
time. This deterioration will result in lower thermal
performance and higher energy consumption. If a linear
degradation over the life of the RlF is assumed, the cost
for avoided energy and payback period win double, and
the return on investment win be halveiL can
be reduced, but at added cost and with payback
g.J'looo'A.&."""_U'} etc.



how much more would you be wining to pay for it?U The
average response was

Discussion

foam insulation to the interior of a RIP reduces its
usable volume. Most consumers indicate that internal
volume is a so this is not a viable

Data in 1 show that the market served
decreases as the size of the RIP increases.7 More than one
inch of exterior foam insulation is to achieve the
same as adding vacuum panel insulation, see
Table 4. For RIPs exceeding 22 cubic feet, this win
result in a severe loss of the market which can be served.
Thus, even while cost effective and desired by consumers,
adding foam insulation to the outside of a large R/F may
not make marketing sense. For 22 cubic feet R/Fs or
smaller, the market lost will not be as great and the
market served may be maintained by making several
models with different aspect ratios, Le., make some
deeper to maintain volume while adding exterior foam
mSUla,tlOJn~ some wider, etc.

Figure 4 shows a comparison of the three insulation
options which will produce a 20 percent energy reduction
in the 18 cubic feet baseline RlF. For this model, the
tradeoffs are add 1.3 inches of foam insulation to the
exterior of the RlF at a cost of about $30 and serve

20 less of the market, add 0.8
inches of foam insulation to the interior of the unit for
about $20 and up 3.1 cubic feet but loose none of the
market or add 43 square feet of vacuum panel
insulation at a cost of $77 without any of the
market served or internal volume.

The market research focused on consumer acceptance of
thicker walled R1Fss In the initial session, 100 participants
were shown 2 and told "Refrigerator B has thicker
walls than A. Assume that both units have the
same interior space, all of the features/options of
'lI1t'ra'nnlll"''to'b'''~~ to you ice maker, etc.), would fit into
the space that you have for a refrigerator and
would cost n When asked "If you were going to

which would you On an
An zero and

the average response was
pre~ter'en(~e for the thick wall RlF.

In another the group was shown 3 and told
nAssume that your has broken. You enter an
aplDl1,mc~e store to a with
the same interior volume as you now own for

have an 18 if When asked which
would you the average response was 1.6 on the
eleven scale with A" 0 and

consumers will thicker wall RJFs when
have the features that desire and fit into their

kitchens. Additional to the panel's
W1UUJl~eSS to pay for energy and/or pollution
nrt~ve.~nt]ln2: features such as thicker foam insulation were
also askeds In all cases, the responses clearly showed a
wtU11Jtgness to pay for these features. 1 For when
~_ .....,~r1l-a"lln at 2 and asked "If refrigerator B PfC)QUCes
less and EPA certifies that it is Earth IH'1l"'l,:llinlri 1'\1
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(A)

~~ir1i'"'lln'~1Il"(llt'n'Sl'" B has thicker wans than 1I<1l"a.1i"1"1n·a.'Sl"'~i"n1ll" A~ Assume that both units have the same interior
the teatureS!loptlOI1S of to you ice would fit into that space that you ............... J>.""".......c......

for a and both cost W"';,JVo'VVo

First Market Anf1ly,'/;;l.~

onclusions

@ Avoided costs for energy are about when foam
insulation is added to the exterior of a RlF ~

@ insulation or vacuum panel
insulation into a RlF can achieve significant energy
reductions.

@ Avoided energy costs for vacuum insulated RIPs
are at least double those for added foam insulation.

made for the value of the energy saved over the
year life of the RlFs.

to conserve energy. The is to
1nl"l·n1ll"l!"\n,*·'~TIJ,>. vacuum insulation into the RlF. This is

on an avoided energy cost basis.
vacuum insulation anow the interior
volume to be maintained while energy consump-
tion. vacuum insulation to achieve equal

in of interior foam insulation
or at least does not consume, 3.1 to 3.7 cubic feet

of usable see Table 40 The manufacturer's cost
for this added volume is the cost of the installed vacuum

insulation. The cost per added not
cubic foot is much less than the value of this volume for

RIPs. this cost win be less than
per cubic if a credit of as little as per kWh is
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Assume your current refrigerator has broken: You enter an appliance store prepared to purchase a refrigerator with
the same interior volume as you now own for $500 (most people own an 18 fe refrigerator)e

The store manager offers you a special gift certificate for $60, which you can apply to one of two choices:

<0 Choice A: Double Insulated Refrigerator

Purchase Price: $560.00

First Year Energy Cost: $43.00

~ Choice B: Single Insulated Refrigerator

Purchase Price: $560.00

First Year Energy Cost: $57.00

Assume both ret'nR~er~ltOJrSwould fit where you now your current A......,AJll.A_."".lI. ....~ ......... J1.

3~ Thick Wall HPir-r1.fJ'prl.ltnlr/f1·rpp.'7pr Concept for the Third Focus Session



18 RjF

I I
I I

Add 1 .. 3 U ins .. Add OoSH ins .. Add 43 ft 2

to outside to inside super insulation

<i> 20% market lost .. 0% market lost .q, 0% market lost
e $30 added .. $20 added .. $77 added

" 0 ft 3 lost .. 3 .. 1 ft 3 lost e o ft 3 lost

kWh ($10 .. 80) per year

4~ Comparison ofInsulation Options to Achieve a 20 Percent Energy Reduction for the 18 Cubic Feet Baseline RIF
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